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Abstract
With the popularity of network, web is becoming one of the most effective ways in information sharing.
However, with the increase of clicking index, a high-function server can hardly meet the increasing demand for
service. This thesis provides the schedule strategy in the asynchronous mechanism of multiqueue double
servers polling, which is conducted based on theory of polling multi-access and simulation experiments on
computer, along with consideration to the load features of Web. It concludes that this strategy enables Web
server to take on the features of good extendibility, utility and function.
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1. introduction
With the popularity of network, traditional ways of information exchange have been widely conducted
through Internet, and Web is becoming one of the most effective ways in sharing information and obtaining
services. However, with the increase of clicking index, the quality of service is declining. The overloading of
Web servers and the delayed service because of network congestion have become the predominant problems in
Web service[1]. Consequently, a high-function computer can hardly meet the increasing demand for service[2-3].
Considering the situation, an effective solution to the problem lies with the application of Web server cluster
technology so as to meet the demands of rapid response, high flexibility, high utility, easy manageability, and
high function price ratio.Multiservers polling performance analysis on the multitoken-rings network,
multiservers system resources scheduling allocation and load balance has important application prospect.
However, every server has its own independent dispatch time that makes the mathematical analysis
exceptionally complex [4-5]. At present the main way to solve the problem lies with an approximate analysis
method. It is expected to find out the effective analytical method in this research. At present, the mathematical
analysis model's establishment is still at the first stage. The analysis focuses on the double servers polling. In
general, scheduling of two servers can be divided into synchronous and asynchronous ways. When scheduling
mechanism uses the synchronous way, it means that the two servers reach the service node at the same time, and
then leave the node after processing the information packets. If it uses asynchronous method, namely, when one
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server reaches the service node alone, the node is serviced by the other server, and then the server leaves the
node immediately. Otherwise, it processes all the information packets in the node.
This research established the multiqueue double servers polling asynchronous scheduling model. The model is
made up of double servers and N common stations. Approximate analysis is conducted based on queuing
theory [6]. Under the stable condition of the model, Markov chain and probability generating function are
applied to turn out the results of the mean queue length, the mean cyclic time, and the average time delay of
information packets. Simulated experiments are made on the model.
2. The System Model of the Asynchronous Schedule Mechanism
2.1. The Mechanism and Variable Definition of the System Model
Polling services at each station include the following processes:
1) The arrival of the message packets waiting for transmission at each station follows the independent and
identical distribution of probability, with the distributional probability generating function , mean value and
2
2
variance respectively as A  z  , A 1   and    A" (1)     .
2) The time of message packets transmission in the memory the common stations follows an independent
and identical distribution of probability, with the distributional probability generating function , mean value and
2
2
variance respectively as B  z  , B  1   and    A "(1)    
3) The transfer time when the server polls from the station to the next station follows an independent and
identically distributed probability, with the distributional probability generating function , mean value and
2
2
variance respectively as R  z  ,   R ' 1 and    R " 1    
4) The system operates on the FCFS rule. There is enough capacity of the memory at each terminal station
so that information grouping will not get lost.
2.2. Probability Generating Function of the System Status Variable

ui  n

refers to the transfer time of the server transfer at the i  1

station via this time after finishing

its service for the i station.
 j  u i  refers to the number of information packets enter the j station ( j  1, 2,  , N ) at the time of

ui  n .

vi  n  refers to the time of the server’s transmission service for the information packets at the i

station.

 j  vi  refers to the information packets entering the memory of the j station at the time of vi  n  .

i (i  1, 2,  , N ) common station at the time of tn , with the information packets
waiting to be transmitted in the i station being  i ( n) , and the system status variable being
{1 (n),  2 (n), ,  N (n),  c (n)} . The server provides transmission service for the i common station under
the Gated service policy. After its service for the i station, the server starts to poll at the i  1 station via a
transfer time of u i  n  , with the information packets entering the j station ( j  1, 2,  , N ) at the time of
The server polls at the

u i  n  being  j  u i  . If the memory of the i  1 station is not blank, the transmission of information

packets is completed via Gated service rules. The server starts the transmission service for the information
packets in the i  1 common station at the time of tn 1 . At this moment, the system status variable
is {1 ( n  1),  2 ( n  1), ,  N ( n  1),  c ( n  1)} .
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The distributed probability of the system status variable is P[ i  n   xi ; i  1, 2,..., N ] , on stable condition
N

   N   1 . The system status can be described with the Markov chain which is non-periodic and

of

i 1

ergodic.

Joint

probability

distribution

lim p[ i  n   xi ; i  1, 2,..., N ]   i  x1 , x2 ,..., xi ,..., xN  (with    ).

is

defined

as

n 

The probability generating function's basic concept already has made the detailed definition in [7]and [8]. The
probability generating function of system status is:
N

G i1

 z1 , z 2 , ..., z i , ..., z N  





N

lim E [  z
n 

j 1





j

n  1

j

 R [  A  z j ]G i z 1 , z 2 , ..., z i  1 , B  A  z j  , z i  1 , ..., z N
N

j 1

i  1, 2, , N

N

j 1

]

 lim E [  z j
n 



j

n 1

j 1

]


（1）

2.3. The Analysis of Mean Queue Length
Given that g i  j  is the average number of information packets number at the

j station buffer when the

i station starts service at the time of tn , then

gi  j=

lim
z 1,, z N 1

G i  z 1, z 2, , z N 
z j

i  1, 2, N ； j  1, 2, N

(2)

According to the definition of queue length, the mean queue length is drawn via derived function algorithm
as:
N

g iL ( i ) 

k   k
k 1
N

1 

k 1

ˆ 

ˆ k  k

k  1,2, , N



(3)

2

2.4. The Analysis of the Average Time Delay of Information Packets
The average time delay of information packets refers to the period during which information packets enter the
memory of the station and then wait to be served. With regard to the calculation of Note [7], the system’s
average time delay can be obtained via second-order local derivation of the system status.
Based on the operational mechanism of the system and the theory of queuing, the average time delay can be
derived as:

W

*

Gi



(1   i )   k   R k'' (1)


2   k (1   k )    k
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   k2 Ak'' (1)   k Bk'' (1)     k  1   k
1   k 
1

   k  1
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k
k

i  1, 2 , , N

(4)
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 k2   i Ai'' (1)
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3. Theoretical Calculation, Simulated Experiment and Analysis
3. 1 Theoretical Calculation, Simulated Experiment
Based on theoretical analysis, computer simulation experiment is conducted on the multiqueue double servers
polling system under Gated services rule. According to the characteristics of Web service transmission, it is set
that the information packets arrival of each station at any time slot width follows the Poisson distribution, with
the length of information packets being 10KB, the channel speed being 100Mbps, the inquiry transfer time being
 s . Consequently,
10  s , the service response time being 500  s , and the system’s time slot width being 10
N
with  i  50 ， i   ，   1 ,the system meets the stable condition of    1 .
i 1

i

Identical parameters are applied in theoretical calculation and simulated experiment apply identical parameters.
As illustrated in the Figures from 1 to 4, the features of the system model are analyzed in detail as follows.
3. 2 Analysis of the System Feature
Based on the justification of the rationality of the system model and system analysis, further analyses are
made on the system feature:
N

1) From the system stability condition of  i  1 , 0   i  1 , the findings of theoretical calculation
i 1
correspond well with those of simulated experiments
only when the arrival rate is small. Along with the increase
of arrival rate, the error between theoretical value and simulative value increase subsequently, but the change
process still has a preferable comparability.
2) Double servers can provide a kind of scalability structure to improve the system’s compatibility. In other
words, they can support heterogeneous forms, which, in the practical application, can increase the utilization
ratio of equipment. All the indexes in Figures 3 and 4 show that that double servers can better support this
function. Specially, along with the enhancement of the server’s performance, the Mean Queue Length and the
Average Time Delay of Information Packets will also be greatly improved even in the high load situation.
4. Conclusion
Each of the servers has its own independent dispatch time which makes exceptionally complex the theoretical
analysis of the double servers in the asynchronous schedule mechanism of polling. This thesis provides the
strategy in the asynchronous dispatch mechanism of multiqueue double servers polling. Approximate analysis is
conducted based on the theory of polling multi-access and simulation experiments on computer, along with
consideration to the load features of Web. The theoretical and simulated findings reveal that in the system, when
a single server node number increases to double node, with the information packets arrival rate increase even
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more than the stability condition, the double server system can still operate properly. It is concluded that this
strategy enables Web server to take on the features of good extendibility, good utility, and good function.
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Figure 1.

The mean queue length
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Figure 2.

The average time delay of information packets

Figure 3.

The Mean Queue Length of Heterogeneous server system

Figure 4.

The average time delay of information packets of Heterogeneous server system
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